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Abstract

to axis of lens. And δ is given by the ratio of focal
length f [mm] and pixel size w[mm] as

In recent years, systems to support driving a car using cameras are increasing. As an example, a system to
generate overhead view images is proposed and used to
assist drivers. In this paper, we propose a method for
generating overhead view images with small errors by
estimating intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters
of multiple ﬁsh-eye cameras. The accuracy of generated images is evaluated quantitatively by experiments
and eﬀectiveness of the proposed method is shown.
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δ = f /w.

2.1

(3)

In contrast, a perspective projection model of a usual
pinhole camera is given by
= δ tan θ (P erspectiveP rojection).

rp

(4)

Diﬀerence between a projection of a pinhole camera
and one of a ﬁsh-eye lens is shown in Fig.1. In the
former case, a point in a scene P is projected on the
point p. In the latter case, P is projected on the point

p.

Introduction

In recent years, systems to support driving a car
using cameras are increasing. It is diﬃcult for drivers
to perceive the distance with a usual image. As an
example, a system to generate overhead view images
is proposed[1] and used to assist drivers. This system
generates a view of all surrounding area of a car[2][3].
It is important for generating overhead view images
with small errors using multiple ﬁsh-eye cameras to
correctly calculate extrinsic camera parameters.
A ﬁsh-eye camera has a wide angle, which is eﬀective
for reducing number of cameras. Studies on estimating
intrinsic camera parameters of ﬁsh-eye cameras[4][5][6]
are less frequent than ones of usual pinhole cameras[7],
and it is important to estimate intrinsic camera parameters of ﬁsh-eye cameras.
In this paper, we propose a method for generating
overhead view images with small errors by estimating
intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters of multiple
ﬁsh-eye cameras.
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Figure 1: Diﬀerence of projection

2.2

Fish-eye camera model

In general, a projection of ﬁsh-eye lens does not obey
ideal models as eq.(1) and (2). In this section, we describe a ﬁsh-eye camera model by referring Nakano et
al.[6].

Description of A Fish-Eye Camera
Projection model

2.2.1

Typical projection models as eq.(1) and (2) are linear
against θ or are sinusoidal function of θ. In this research, we deﬁne the ﬁsh-eye camera model as the 5th
polynomial as follows.

There are several kinds of projection models of a
ﬁsh-eye lens. Typical projection models are the following two.
rf
rf

= δθ (EquidistanceP rojection)
= δ sin θ (OrthogonalP rojection)

Radial distortion

(1)
(2)

rf = k1 θ + k2 θ2 + k3 θ3 + k4 θ4 + k5 θ5

(5)

These parameters k1 , k2 , k3 , k4 , k5 express radial distortions.

where θ is an angle which a projection line and axis of
lens make and rf is a distance from a projection point
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2.2.2

Therefore, θ is a function of mp . A direction angle
φ in a ﬁsh-eye image coordinate system which has a
compensated shift of optical center is equal to one in a
pinhole image coordinate system. Therefore,
rf
rf
uf = up + cu , vf = vp + cv .
(12)
rp
rp

Shift of optical center

Optical axis of a lens does not come to the image center
(called shift of optical center). mf = [uf vf ]T is a point
on a ﬁsh-eye image which is captured through a ﬁsh-eye
camera. c = [cu cv ]T is the position of optical center

on a ﬁsh-eye image. Relation between mf and mf on
a coordinate system whose origin is c is represented as




 

γ 0
uf − cu
uf
mf =
=
(6)

vf − cv
0 1
vf

By substituting eq.(5),(10) and (11) for eq.(12), the
following equation is derived.


uf
mf =
vf
⎡
⎤
r (mp )
f
up + cu
⎢
⎥
u2p + vp2
⎢
⎥
⎥
= ⎢
⎢ rf (mp )
⎥
⎣ 
vp + cv ⎦
u2p + vp2


Fu (mp , I)
≡
(13)
Fv (mp , I)

where γ is a ratio of a pixel size of uf and vf . In
this paper, we assume γ = 1 because CCD elements
are usually square. Parameters of (6) is represented as
follows in polar coordinates.
 

vf
2
2
(7)
rf = uf + vf , φ = arctan
uf 
2.2.3

Intrinsic parameters of a ﬁsh-eye camera

This equation shows that mf is a function of mp .

A ﬁsh-eye camera is known to have some tangential
distortions[8]. In this paper, we do not consider them
because they are usually tiny. As a result, the ﬁsh-eye
camera model is eq.(5) and the intrinsic parameters are
represented as
I = [k1 k2 k3 k4 k5 cu cv ]T .

3

3.2

Converting a pinhole image into an overhead view
image is described by a relation between mi = [ui vi ]T
and mp = [up vp ]T . The former is a point in a overhead view image coordinate system and the latter is
one in a pinhole image coordinate system. The axis
Zw is vertical direction on the ground. Positions in a
pinhole image coordinate system and in a world coordinate system are given by homogeneous coordinates
as follows.

(8)

Generation of An Integrated Overhead View Image

m̃p = [ up

In this section, a method for generating an integrated overhead view image from ﬁsh-eye images is
described. First, we convert a ﬁsh-eye image into a
pinhole image whose model is a perspective projection
model. Second, we convert this image into an overhead view image. Finally, we integrate multiple overhead view images and generate an integrated overhead
view.

3.1

X̃w = [ Xw

Yw

T

1 ]

Zw

m̃p = Pp X̃w

1 ]

T

(14)

Pp , a 3 × 4 matrix, is called a perspective projection
matrix. Pp includes extrinsic parameters. Let pi be
the i-column element of the matrix Pp . A projected
plane is Zw = 0. Therefore eq.(14) is calculated as
follows.
⎤
⎡
Xw
⎢ Y ⎥
m̃p = Pp X̃w = [ p1 p2 p3 p4 ] ⎣ w ⎦
0
1


Xw
= Hp x̃w
= [ p1 p2 p4 ] Yw
1
(15)

Converting a ﬁsh-eye image into a pinhole image is
described by a relation between mp = [up vp ]T and
mf = [uf vf ]T . The former is a point on a pinhole
image coordinate system and the latter is a point on a
ﬁsh-eye image one. A perspective projection model is
represented as

And rp is represented as

rp = u2p + vp2 .

vp

They are related as follows.

Convertion to a pinhole image

rp = δp tan θ.

Convertion to an overhead view image

(9)

Hp is a 3 × 3 matrix. Meanwhile, m̃i = [ui vi 1]T is
a point in a overhead view image coordinate system.
Similarly,
(16)
m̃i = Hi x̃w .
From eq.(15) and (16), the following equation is satisﬁed.
m̃p = Hp Hi −1 m̃i
(17)
This equation shows that mp is a function of mi .

(10)

From eq.(9) and (10), the angle θ is given as follows.
⎞
⎛
u2p + vp2
⎠ ≡ θ(mp )
θ = arctan ⎝
(11)
δp
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Extrinsic parameters of ﬁsh-eye cameras are estimated by the correspondence of mf i = [uf i vf i ]T and
Xwi = [Xwi Ywi Zwi ]T . The former is the point Pi
which is projected in a ﬁsh-eye image coordinate system and the latter is one in a world coordinate system.
In a world coordinate system, θcam is a camera direction, αcam is an elevation angle and βcam is a roll angle.
And [Xcam , Ycam , Zcam ]T is a camera position. Extrinsic parameters are represented as

s
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(a) Point
(b) Line
Figure 2: Sphere model

3.3

Method for estimating extrinsic parameters

E = [Xcam Ycam Zcam θcam αcam βcam ]T .

Integration of overhead view images

These are included in Pp of eq.(14). Let mwi be the
back projected point of Xwi in a ﬁsh-eye image coordinate system. From eq.(13) and (14), mwi is represented as a function of E and Xwi as follows.

Multiple overhead view images are generated by the
method described in section 3.1 and 3.2. They are
images captured through a same virtual camera. A
point which is obtained on each image comes to a same
pixel. Therefore, an integrated overhead view image is
generated by calculating an average pixel value of each
pixel position on each overhead view image.

mwi ≡ mwi (E, Xwi )

4.1

We estimate intrinsic parameters of ﬁsh-eye cameras
using the method proposed by Nakano et al. Linearity
of stripe patterns is used in this method[6].
We consider a sphere model whose origin is optical
center of a camera. This model and each parameter
are shown in Fig.2. A unit position vector of the point
in a scene P is given as follows.
T

4.3

n = [ nx

ny

nz ] .

2

(24)

Simultaneous optimization of camera
parameters

As intrinsic parameters I are included in eq.(23),
eq.(23) can be represented as
mwi ≡ mwi (E, I, Xwi ).

(25)

In the section 4.1 and 4.2, intrinsic and extrinsic parameters are estimated. By using them as the initial
values, camera parameters are updated by minimizing
the following equation, which means the simultaneous
optimization.

(18)

where θ is a projection angle and φ is a direction angle. A unit normal vector which crosses perpendicularly with position vectors s1 and s2 is represented as
T

{mf i − mwi (E, Xwi )}

where N is the number of observed points. Extrinsic
parameters E are estimated by minimizing this function. Gauss-Newton method is used in this estimation.

Method for estimating intrinsic parameters

sin θ sin φ ]

N

i=1

Estimating Camera Parameters

s = [ sin θ cos φ cos θ

(23)

Therefore, the evaluation function becomes as follows.
ξe =

4

(22)

ξc =

(19)

N


{mf i − mwi (E, I, Xwi )}

2

(26)

i=1

From eq.(18) and (19),
n·s = nx sin θ cos φ+ny cos θ +nz sin θ sin φ = 0. (20)

5

The evaluation function is given as follows.
ξi =

Pl
L 


(nl · si )2

Experiment of Generating Overhead
View Images

Using the proposed method, we generated overhead
view images. We used PointGreyResearch DRAGONFLY2 CCD camera and SPACE TV1634M ﬁsh-eye
lens. The projection system of this lens is orthogonal
projection. Image size is 512[pixel]×384[pixel]. The
calibration environment and the world coordinate system are shown in Fig.3. The head of triangle is a camera position and the acute-angled direction is a camera
direction θcam . θcam was the counter-clockwiseangle
from the direction of Yw axis. The camera position Zw
was set to 200[mm]. Observed points on ﬁsh-eye images
for estimating extrinsic parameters are cross points on
the grid pattern. These were obtained with pixel accuracy.

(21)

l=1 i=1

where L is the number of observed straight lines and
Pl is the number of points on l-th line. Intrinsic
parameters I are estimated by minimizing this function. Gauss-Newton method is used in this estimation.
The angle θ is calculated from eq.(5) using Brent’s
method[9] for observed points mf i = [uf i vf i ]T in a
ﬁsh-eye image coordinate system. By substituting θ
for eq.(18), a projection coordinate point si is calculated.
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We generated an integrated overhead view image of
all surrounding area using four ﬁsh-eye cameras. The
camera positions are Camera1-4 in Fig.3. Each elevation angle αcam was set to -60[deg]. Simultaneous
optimization was conducted.
Overhead view image after integration of four images is shown in Fig.6. We could generate an image of
all surrounding area with small errors using the proposed method.

Xw

Figure 3: World coordinate system and camera position

5.1

Generation of an integrated overhead
view image

Evaluation of simultaneous optimazation

We evaluated generated images quantitatively to
show eﬀectiveness of simultaneous optimization. We
captured ﬁsh-eye images as shown in Fig.4. We generated an overhead view image with and without the
simultaneous optimization in section 4.3. The camera
position is camera1 in Fig.3. The elevation angle αcam
was set to -60[deg], where minus means the downward
direction against the ground level. The roll angle βcam
was set to 0[deg].
We evaluated generated images by comparing ideal
and obtained cross points on each overhead view image.
We obtained 65 points with sub-pixel accuracy.
Images without and with simultaneous optimization
are shown in Fig.5 (a) and (b) respectively. Ideal points
are shown as dots and obtained points are connected to
them by lines. The colors indicate the error size, from
red (maximum) to blue (minimum). RMS, maximum
and minimum errors are shown in Table 1. Fig.5 (b)
with optimization has smaller errors. From Fig.5 and
Table 1, it is shown that the simultaneous optimization
is eﬀective.

Figure 6: Integrated overhead view image
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Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a method for generating
overhead view images with small errors by estimating
intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of ﬁsh-eye cameras.
Experimental results showed quantitative evaluation
and eﬀectiveness of our method.
As future works, we will consider a ﬁsh-eye camera
model including tangential distortions and a tilt of optical axis.
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(a) Without optimization (b) With optimization
Figure 5: Eﬀect of simultaneous optimization
Table 1: Error value of each image [pixel]
RMS max min
without optimization 5.45 9.78 0.09
with optimization
1.80 3.71 0.13
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